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&quot;Feel The Thrill&quot;
 
In Every moment & every hour
There are many things to drill
Make the best in every mood
Make sure &quot;You Feel the Thrill&quot;
 
For times of good or unpleasant ones
When you're fit or even when ill
Just reflect the beauty deep within
Make sure &quot;You Feel the Thrill&quot;
 
There's Lots to laugh & even more to cry
But it's all upon you're Will
Look the way never seen before
Make sure &quot;You Feel the Thrill&quot;
 
Even in every busy day
Take some time to chill
Change it to a glorious one
When In life &quot;You Feel the Thrill&quot;
 
Ryson D'souza
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*light-Mind-Persuasion*
 
Our mind knows a lot of words
The words that can enlight
When expressed with the right Gesture
The word sounds polite
 
Persuasion can be achieved
When our belief is firm
With presence of mind & awareness
One can only confirm 
 
Light is not just brightness
It's more than new life
The more we attract to rightness
The Better ways we find to survive
 
So Pursue with awareness
And let it bring you light
With an approach of fairness
Always keep that in mind
 
Ryson D'souza
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A Child Knows Best
 
A mind so clear.
Welcoming Every Thought
They are so secure
With no worries they have got
 
They smile with a pleasure
And say what they feel
A child is a miracle
Your tensions they can heal
 
A child believes in
No assumptions; but facts
We think of possibilities
And that's what attacks
 
A child is never wrong
But situations can be
Cause everything they share
Even if we don't see
 
Don't shout at a child
Don't develop a fear
Let that innocent smile
Always remain a cheer
 
A little appreciation
Is all that they need
You're Acceptance & Approval
Will help them to lead
 
We've forgotten many things; if we just reflect
Look at a child
Your heart will say
A child knows best……
 
Ryson D'souza
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A Wish
 
I wish i was a star
I would stay wherever you are
 
I wish I was a moon
I would be with you After Noon
 
I wish I was a sun
I would smile when you run
 
I wish I was a fish
I would be your fav. Dish.
 
I wish I was a Tree.
I would cover you under me.
 
I wish Dreams come True.
I would ask a dream for you
 
Ryson D'souza
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Amazing Training
 
We arise each day
And are ready to move
We do the best we can
And so we try to Prove
 
But then comes the time
We are squeezed under a stone
This may be any difficulty
Out of your comfort Zone
 
And so we try
And sometimes complain
Then find a way out
Therefore we sustain.
 
Difficulties in hard times
Is the most wonderful thing
It gives us the training
To face life's off swing
 
So Mistakes & Errors done
Even though it's wrong
Facing the moment & reliving it
Can definitely make us Strong….
 
Ryson D'souza
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Anger
 
Anger is an expression of a sub-conscious mind
Reactions without a reason you find
For the state of anger can't take you any long
It will destroy for life and prove you wrong.
 
Anger is like a shadow that's not visible in the dark
You lose your temper and only bark
It's the reflection that can't be seen in boiling waters.
Men lose their site & tempted to quarters ….
 
When Anger is in the eye of a friend you know.
Remember stay cool and let it flow
What will one achieve with a temper of no fame.
Diversion of careers & diversion from aim.
 
Ryson D'souza
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At The Heart Of Health
 
On this World Heart day
Let's revise the way we stay
And Protect our Heart
In a very healthy way
 
To avoid cardio vascular diseases
Say &quot;No&quot; to unhealthy diet
Stand up for your heart
Don't stay Quiet
 
Quit Smoking if you do
Cause it doesn't make you a stud
The carbon there within
Is converted to mud
 
And exercise for sure
Will cut down the fat
For blood to flow smoothly
Be aware of that
 
We all know the Prevention
Let's prepare our life chart
It takes a little attention
For good health of the heart
 
Ryson D'souza
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Back To The Start V/S Today
 
Take me back to the Old days long
Show me how the past as Gone
It's been so hard but now I am strong
Things are now easy but don't know how long
 
Time has challenged me while after while
It tested my patience; it tested my Smile
Now I am happy cause things go Right
It's Pleasant in the day and Peaceful at Night
 
I have no idea when the table turns around
When the person from sky touches the ground
Thank god for each day you spend
Cause he is our guide and best friend
 
Almighty god helped me reach here
God's with me I no longer fear....
 
Ryson D'souza
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Birthday Poem
 
Birthday comes once in a year
365 Days you are our dear
Sometimes far sometimes near
Today's your Birthday
So celebrate with Cheer
 
Ryson D'souza
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Black Or White -   (Its All About The Money)
 
Overnight Passed a Notice
Rs 500 & 1000 is banned
The initiative taken by PM Modi
To remove Corruption from our country land
 
Difficulties are a many
But We Indians can manage
Cause the Decision was taken
To resolve the Economy damage
 
The words from the PM
Sounds so genuine & true
Black money is demanded more
And white money few
 
Declaration of cash flow
Is now on the checklist
Hope corruption gets vanished
And no longer exist
 
Ryson D'souza
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Blame - (Be A Winner Without Blame)
 
It's written in the destiny
And placed by others generally
It doesn't act as a remedy
But creates misunderstanding enemy
 
It sounds like a beep
And takes away one's sleep
Its hurts a person deep
No one would like to keep
 
It's pushing of responsibility
And testing another's ability
It's running away from ownership
Its causing others an wordily whip
 
When things don't go; the way you want
Accept it without giving a taunt
Reflect what right can be done
Cause with Blame a person can never be won
 
Ryson D'souza
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Bombay
 
A city with a spirit; Never say die.
Opportunities for seekers are always high.
A city united to signify
Even in calamities like 26th July
 
A city with a heart that always beats
Crowded trains with limited seats
Food available on every street
A city that no one defeats
 
A city with the rich and the poor
For every Sickness it has its cure
Air may be polluted; But still it's pure
Even at nights you are Secure
 
A city that we have so much to say
About Decades or everyday
So attached can't stay away
It's a City they call BOMBAY! ! !
 
Ryson D'souza
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Brave
 
Brave is a Soldier
No Fear of his life
Protecting his nation
Till the day he survives
 
Brave is a warrior
Ready for every Battle
Conquering till mortality
Victorious with no hassle
 
Brave is a Mother
She gave us birth
With a happy tear
She brought us to earth
 
You can be Brave
Stand for the right
If you built the courage
God will shower his glory Light
 
Ryson D'souza
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Choices Of Decision
 
There is a choice
For Every decision we make
There is a choice
For every action we take
 
The Choice of our perception
May not always be true
The choice of our decision
Belongs to our view
 
We have a choice
To think twice
We have a choice
To get some advice
 
Make your choice
With a proper reflection
Take your decision
Towards the correct direction
 
Ryson D'souza
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Congratulations Champions…
 
Winners are winners
Because they deserve
It's the effort from the inner
That always serves
 
Enthusiasm & excitement
Is the way they feel
To participate & win
With Passion and Zeal
 
It's the Quality of a winner
That never Stops
Good Going Champions
Towards the way to the TOP
 
 
 
Note: Poem dedicated to the winner on the #healthyheart  'Selfie & oneliner'
Contest in office
 
Ryson D'souza
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Culture Of India
 
India has its culture
Displayed in customs & traditions
India is known for it's unique
Festivals & celebrations
 
India has its specialized Arts
From Taj Mahal at Agra
And India Gate at India's Heart
 
The Beauty of Indian Culture
Whether Folk or Tribal Art
Even the wall paintings & Sculpture
Has its own learning Embarked
 
An Expression of culture
In its dignified dance
And its melodious music
You should listen; if you get a chance
 
The Clothing in India
Differs with its geographical base
Every ornament with its traditional wear
Has its own amazing grace
 
India has its unity
Whenever there's a need
Sharing at times of crises
It's a value sown indeed
 
Ryson D'souza
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Dance
 
Dance is an expression that you convey         
In your journey of life; all through the way.
For some it's with music; Or may be not
Dance is in your soul; I'm sure you've got
 
The steps & moves expressed with the beat
Gears up your life; shakens your seats
Your worries of life is on a Blow
Dancing improves with a smile & glow
 
Dance is a Miracle that silence Ur pains
It makes you efficient to earn more gains
You may shake & turn with a wonderful move
Each time you dance you will Improve
 
So Dance & Be happy; Simply Rejoice
The Steps you dance is your Ultimate Choice.
 
Ryson D'souza
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Darkness
 
Darkness; when we refuse to see
It's not the Absence of light
Our Mind & heart are shuttered
Why can't it be bright.
 
Darkness; when we lost hope
We just could simply find
This darkness can be Enlighten
It's just the matter of trying
 
Darkness; when we crush our desire
Not fulfilling our will
Following the wrong Path
We lose the fun & thrill
 
Darkness; An Approach towards life
We believe; we have failed
The Ship of life never stops; it will begin to sail…..
 
Ryson D'souza
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Dedication
 
Ask the Heart
That Always Beats
Ask the brain
That never sleeps
 
Ask the Sun
That shines each day
And the Stars
Every night they Play
 
Ask a child
Who always craws
Learning to stand
Holding the walls
 
And the River
That keeps on flowing
The Invisible Winds
That's always Blowing
 
They Give Us the Perfect indication
An Example set for Dedication….
 
Ryson D'souza
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Diwali Season
 
The Sparkling fireworks in the sky
So beautiful to see
The delicious sweets prepared at home
By family members and me
 
We visit friends and relatives
Exchanging gifts & joy
The children in the family
Are excited for their new toy
 
The season brings freshness
We begin the year a new
Diwali speaks of Good over evil
A message so pure & true
 
The season comes once in a year
Its vacation time heal
I wish Diwali is everyday
And that's what I feel
 
Ryson D'souza
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Doubt
 
Don't doubt yourself
You're Capable of more
Explore your insights
The way never done before
 
Don't doubt yourself
Even if your day is worse
It's just life's ways
How you react to the universe
 
Don't doubt yourself
Keep your passion alive
Your each day will be wonderful
With New ways to survive
 
Don't doubt yourself
You are Blessed Everyday
It always been an hidden Blessing
All through your way
 
Never Doubt yourself
Even If you tried & failed
Remember it's Always
Good Breath Inhaled & bad breath exhaled
 
Ryson D'souza
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Dreams & Thoughts
 
All Like to dream
Isn't it true?
When Dreams are Sweet
We find it few
 
Ours thoughts are fading
So is our dream
We call it a nightmare
Therefore we scream
 
Thoughts of Glory
Can do us wonders
In our Dream Story
We see Joy of thunders
 
To fulfil your Dream
Make it a Vision
No dream is Achieved
Without a perfect Precision
 
Ryson D'souza
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Easter Egg Kidnapped
 
On the day after Easter.
The Easter Egg was on its way
Before it reached my table.
Someone Stoled it away.
 
I wonder how Delicious
And colourful it could be.
My Yummy Easter Egg was kidnapped.
Before I could even see.
 
My Easter egg is now missing
I have to wait for a year
Soon it will be Easter
And another Easter Egg will Appear
 
Ryson D'souza
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Environment
 
The Flowers that blooms
Most beautiful and rare.
The thunders at rains
That makes us scare.
Will all be missed
In the days to come.
 
Cause we are busy at work
And environmentally dumb.
We feel the heat & still cut trees.
We then pray for a good climate
Down on our knees.
 
At Business & profit
We are so wise
But environment we harm
& still don't realize.
 
The Climate is getting hotter
and dryer each Year.
Global warning my frd  
Is one step near
 
Ryson D'souza
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Excellence
 
Excellence is nature,
Cause it has day and night.
Excellence is accepting,
Something wrong and right.
 
Excellence is your own,
It's in your mind,
It's within you; where Excellence you find.
Excellence is a Mother that nurtures you,
 
Excellence is a whole and never few.
For some Excellence is old and for some, it's new,
The one word definition for Excellence is ‘YOU'.
 
Ryson D'souza
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Face - The Map Of Personality
 
The Identity of a Person
Is one's own face
No one would recognize
If the face is replaced
 
The face Projects
The way we feel
Our hidden emotions
Is what it reveals
 
From Pleasure to Pain
It expresses them all
That's the Beauty of the face
Whether Big or Small
 
The face as its originality
Its own rationality
It displays Purity
Most of all… The face is the map of Personality
 
Ryson D'souza
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Faith
 
Faith is what Lies within your heart
Lack of Faith can drive you apart
 
If you are humble to the world you see
Faith is what you can earn for free
 
For everything earned has a price to pay
With smile & happiness; you will always stay
 
Believe in yourself; always be true
Cause your faith can save you
 
Ryson D'souza
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Fear
 
Fear not within your soul
Cause fear brings a Snare
We begin to lose self Control
& Trapped Everywhere
 
Fear not of Failure
Cause it's not yet arrived
Success can be achieved
Only if we have tried
 
Fear not of the nightmare
You've just dreamed last night
Keep your thoughts Positive
Just keep thinking Right
 
Fear Is an Illusion; with emotions Combined
Fear Doesn't Exist; if it isn't in your mind
 
Ryson D'souza
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Flowers
 
Charming & grateful
So wonderful to be
A life of a flower
It's humble to see
 
It's Blossom in the sun
Has its own pretty Smile
That Clams the Weather
While the winds blowing mile
 
For when a dew drop
Sits on the Frond
It senses its motion
And softly responds
 
The fragrance provided
With Freshness & ease
Dancing to the Music
Of the passing by breeze
 
Purity of Colors
With Divinity & Grace
They are so beautiful
For All occasions to Embrace
 
Ryson D'souza
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For My Sweetheart
 
So Sweet is your smile 
With a glow in your eyes 
That shines all the while 
With an unlimited prize 
 
The soft-spoken words 
That comes from within 
Like the rhythm of a bird 
Just swaying in 
 
And the simplicity 
With a kind gesture 
Is a symbol of Divinity 
In your amazing Nature 
 
But most of all 
There a lot to say 
God bless you Sweetheart 
With gratitude each day
 
Ryson D'souza
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Forget
 
Forget your anger
Forget your Pain
Forget No love that can't sustain
 
 
Forget the revenge that's in your mind
Forget the days when life's not fine
Forget the things that drive you crazy
Forget the fact that your so lazy
 
Forget the things you failed to do
Remember the fact you can start it all New
 
Ryson D'souza
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Forgiveness
 
Look into your heart & Soul
Learn to forgive before you're old
Cause when you begin to forgive
With happy Conscious
Happier you live
 
There's a lot of hate in this World
With Forgiveness and gratitude
Love we unfurled
 
When hate and anger will not be there
People will trust and begin to care
You can evade from the pain of hate
Cause it would lead you to frustrate
 
So take a lead & Step Ahead
Forgive with no regrets
Before you go to Bed
 
Ryson D'souza
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Future
 
Future is Ahead
You can't catch a glimpse
But you'll be there soon
With several tiny blinks
 
Unpredicted & unknown
Future is planned
We live in a time zone
Ultimately in our hand
 
We seek for heights
And wish for glory
It's the present that writes
Future's untold story
 
Future is uncertain
Live up for today
May your future be bright
That's what I Pray
 
Ryson D'souza
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God Is My Gardener
 
God is my gardener
My life is his ground
He has planted many Roses
All in and around
 
He Natured them all
In time after time
He has planted these roses
All in a line
 
God is my Gardener
My life is his ground
He has protected these roses
So no one can be around
 
His plans are amazing
To complete his ground
Planting different roses
All in and around
 
God is my Gardener
My life is his ground
Thanks to my Gardener
For planting beautiful roses around
 
Ryson D'souza
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Grace
 
The Words Proclaimed: So shall it be
Thy Amazing Grace Showered on thee
All though we haven't; Earned nor Deserved
Thy Precious Blessings were still conserved
 
Our Faith not Firm
Our hearts Impure
With thy Power & Grace
Bestowed a miraculous cure
 
How do we repay; thy Amazing grace
In prayer each time; thy love we embrace
Never will forget thy love and Grace
A Grace we are Unworthy
 
Ryson D'souza
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Gratitude
 
Gratitude is more than being thankful
When the emotion is expressed
It's about giving more than handful
And yet feeling blessed
 
Gratitude is being grateful
For whatever we achieve
Cause more we are faithful
The better we conceive
 
Gratitude is being humble
To the world we see
Caring for one & other
And Appreciation is the key
 
Gratitude is an Acknowledgement
Of all the wonderful deeds
A feeling of gratitude should be sown
Cause that's all we need
 
Ryson D'souza
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Happiness  (What Makes You Happy?)
 
Is it the View
Of the blue Ocean
Is it having a massage
With Green herbal lotion
 
Is it when you see
An innocent child Smile
Is it when you meet
A friend after a while
 
Is it when you hear
The thunder of the first rain
Is it having some delicious food
On the roadside lane
 
Happiness has its Purity
Don't let it rust
Whatever makes you Happy
Doing that is a must
 
Ryson D'souza
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Happy Birthday Godchild
 
The Calendar changed
And you turned to one
With your Magical Smile
Many Hearts you've won
 
You've started crawling
And exploring everywhere
With Mommy & daddy
By your side to care
 
You have learned to Sit & stand
And walking tiny steps
Holding mommy & daddy's hand
 
But soon you will climb
And begin to run
Enjoying your time
And having fun
 
God Bless you
With all Love and Grace
And wonderful people; that you can embrace
 
Ryson D'souza
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Healthy Heart
 
Your heart is healthy
If your body is fine
Don't Forget;
Healthy heart needs a clear Mind.
 
Stay away from Stress & Tension.
Your heart needs your clear attention.
Your eating habits must be defined
For a healthy heart; keep this in mind.
 
Workout daily to burn extra fat
Your working out correctly; be sure of that.
Give equal time & importance; for body and mind
Cause your heart is healthy; if your body is fine
 
Ryson D'souza
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Honesty
 
Honesty has no fears
It's a belief to be true
The heart embraced with tears
When honesty turns blue
 
Honesty needs no shield
Although it has no pride
Emotionless relations healed
Honesty is a perfect guide
 
Honesty is just a word
We hardly find people true
Honesty is unheard
Let it be part of our Virtue
 
Ryson D'souza
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Hope
 
Hope is a seed
Saying; there are better things ahead
It's a good deed
Cause happiness it spread
 
When life turns down
With sadness and pain
We feel we are drown
But Hope is gain
 
Hope is a vision
We have in our minds
It's a Decision
To stand firm it reminds
 
It's dark for the world
But hope is light
Just a little hope
Can reach us to height
 
Ryson D'souza
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How Diwali Came To Be
 
Obeying Elders Command to have exile for 14 years
Princess Sita with Prince Ram & laxman
Marched to the forest without any fears
 
Prince Ram was tricked to target a golden Deer
Ravana trapped Princess Sita 
When Prince Ram wasn't near
 
Ravana was full of evil
Known as a demon king
Defeating Ravana wasn't simple
Definitely a difficult thing
 
But Prince Ram was victorious
And returned to Avodhya
All celebrated his glory
With Fireworks and Diya
 
It's the celebration of this epic glory
How Diwali came to be
A simple poetic story
What Diwali means to me
                                                                                            - - - Ryson
D'souza
 
Ryson D'souza
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I Don't Deserve
 
I Don't Deserve! !  I Don't Deserve! !
Cause I wasn't even there
If I am rewarded in anyway
It will surely be unfair
 
I Don't Deserve! !  I Don't Deserve! !
Cause I wasn't even there
The efforts put in by the team
Should be respected and cared
 
I Don't Deserve! !  I Don't Deserve! !
Cause I wasn't even there
From beginning till time of victory
I wasn't seen anywhere
 
I Don't Deserve! ! Certainly Don't Deserve! !
Cause I wasn't even there
But still you feel I deserve
So I thank you with a prayer
 
Ryson D'souza
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Impatient Nature
 
If you feel your Impatient
It's just the way; it should be
It's an innermost temptation
Getting things Quicker to thee
 
If you are Impatient
It's just that you can't wait
May be the fear of situations
That drives you to be late
 
They May say &quot;you are Impatient&quot;
But you know yourself the best
There's no need for hesitation
Cause your preventing from being stressed
 
But It's not about being Impatient
It's just the way you deal
A clam nature is much more pleasant
And that's what one can feel! ! ! ! !
 
Ryson D'souza
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Inner Beauty
 
Inner Beauty is Confidence
About just being our self
Inner Beauty is Competence
To rise in every step
 
It's the beauty of the spirit
That will never age
It's our real merit
Worthy in every stage
 
Glamour is an expensive art
It may someday depart
Inner beauty is free
Within our self; it will always be
 
A guy may not be Muscular
A girl may not be slim
Inner beauty is not about the looks
It's about the hearts we win
 
Ryson D'souza
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Inside - Out
 
Inside a body
There is a soul
There are energies
You can control
 
Inside a heart
There are Emotions
For every beat
Has it's own motions
 
Inside You
There is an Art
Use it; Enhance it
Don't Let it Depart
 
Before you complain
Before you shout
Be Grateful; For what you have
Watch it! Inside - Out
 
Ryson D'souza
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Inspiration
 
Your work may not be appreciated
Your actions are still firm
You may be under rated
But you still work on your term
 
The Comfort to raise another soul
Is hardly found these days
Motivating is been your goal
Without a selfless praise
 
Your actions so gentle
Your intentions so pure
You have touched a many
You are my Inspiration for sure
 
- - - - -A Poem Dedicated to a friend I believe is 'An Inspiration'
 
Ryson D'souza
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Intimidate
 
Intimidate is a Heavy Word
But This Poem is not To Scare
While Walking to a rich man's Farm
A Board Says &quot;Dogs Ahead Beware&quot;
 
Intimidating could be frightening
But don't you worry My Friend
The Rabbit Runs Faster
But the turtle Wins in the end
 
Intimidate is an expression
It Could Sound too intense
After having some good old wine
The Monkey Falls of the Fence
 
I have no Message to convey here
Which I Normally DO
After having a Sip of water
The Thirsty Crow Flew
 
Ryson D'souza
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Invisible Things In Our Life
 
Our Eyes are open
Yet we can't see
The Invisible things
That happens to thee
 
We are influenced; by the Hard times
The Luxuries are ignored.
These Invisible things in our lives
Are our real reward
 
Just look around
Just look within
When these invisible things we find
Our lives our one step refined
 
We are so blessed; with these invisible things
Have you identified?
Cause when we began to appreciate
Our life is complete & satisfied
 
Ryson D'souza
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It's A Woman
 
It's a woman that gave you birth
It's a woman that raised you on earth
It's a woman the reason you smiled
It's a woman who's always mild
 
It's a Woman who brought you love
It's a woman a blessing from above
It's a woman that we hardly care
Yet at times she is always there
 
It's a woman the strongest being
Yet she is humble and unseeing
It's a woman; she is gentle & soft
With her smile our worries are washed
 
It's a Woman She Completes a home
She Works In and out all alone
It's a Woman, We will never understand
Cause she silently serves with no demands
 
Ryson D'souza
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It's All In Your Mind
 
The Power of the mind
Is more amazing than we think
There's series of thoughts
Processed in a blink
 
What we think
May not always be true
It's all about the belief
We have in our view
 
Black cats crossing
It's said to be bad sign
But your belief will change
When you cross that line
 
How about broken mirror
Brings seven year curse
Thinking over it
Would only make it worse
 
And if Droppings of birds
Brings you good luck
Why wash it away
Let it be stuck. ? ?
 
Ryson D'souza
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Journey Towards Pleasures
 
Enjoying a Pleasure
Is such a beautiful thing
The Pain has no Measure;
That this journey could bring.
 
For Every Pleasure
We have to Experience pain
It's for our own leisure
And our future Gain
 
A caterpillar transformation
Into a butterfly
It would never be so beautiful
If it wouldn't have tried
 
Hard work & efforts will surely reap
The Pain may be shallow
But the Pleasure will be Deep
 
Ryson D'souza
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Judgemental
 
Judging someone is such a simple task
It's a comment about another
That one would simply pass
But facts remains unknown; until the person is asked
 
Actions speaks more than words
And so it makes judgment easy
But it still remains an assumption
Although it sounds Cheesy.
 
Before we convey why can't we confirm.
Cause it destroys ones feeling
Sometimes it could simply harm
Being Firm & Correct has its own Charm
 
It can happen anywhere
Cause judging is an act
Before judging anyone
Always understand the fact
 
Ryson D'souza
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July
 
I  Can Swim
As long as the water is dry
I can Wipe your tears
As long as you don't cry
I can help you out
After you give it a try
I've written this poem
I don't know why
Oop's Just discovered
It happens in the Month of July! ! ?
                                                 - -Ryson D'souza
 
Ryson D'souza
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Knowing The Unknown -(Key To Awareness)
 
There are things we know
And things we don't
There are also something's
We don't know that we don't know
 
Knowing that we know
&quot;Makes us Happy&quot;
Knowing that we don't know
&quot;Makes us strive to work hard&quot;
But when we don't know what we don't know
Is the missing link in our lives...
 
Look up & find it
Drill a little deep within yourself
Learn it the way
You have never learned before
Make the best…. Let your soul ask for more
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Leap Towards Success
 
Take a Leap towards Success
Take it one step at a time
When you began to progress
You will find the reason to shine
 
Take a leap towards success
Believe that you can do
It's Just a short term Pain
The Pleasure of Success is with you
 
Take a leap towards Success
You could even just fail
It's just a matter of time
For your Ship of Success to sail
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Life Has No Backspace
 
Life is not yesterday
Not Today; Not Tomorrow
Life is your own
You don't have to Borrow
What is life without Happiness & Sorrow
Walk ahead every difficulty you face
Cause Life my friend has no Backspace..
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Life's Teaching
 
Happiness brings us Joy
Sadness brings us Sorrow
The hard work of today
Is worth Rejoicing Tomorrow
 
The brain gives us Ideas
The eyes help us to see
The vision set with determination
Is what our future can be
 
Our Mind is the master
It's better to be aware
Whatever you think of
Can amazingly be there
 
Our life can be molded
Be careful what we blend
Its one life; one chance
Make the best we can spend
 
We look up for tomorrow
We treasure the past
Remember; Life always gives us
Whatever we have asked
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Lifestyle Today
 
Socially Addicted to networking & chat
On every smartphone you'll find a WhatsApp
Sending messages is now so simple
More than letters its use of symbols
 
Facebook & instagram fans are day by day grown
Sending friend request to the person unknown
Some are readers; some only Post
Some comment or like the most
 
Do we look around
And greet the person next
Or busy in our phones
Sending some text
 
We are virtually grounded
In this digital age
Blind to people surrounded
More concerned to html page
 
Use social media
But have your control
Speak to people around
It can touch one's soul
 
To experience real happiness
And make someone smile
Walk up to a person
Have a talk for a while
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Love
 
It originates from a mother
Right from the womb
There's place no other
That love begins to bloom
 
We Experience it first
But still don't realize
A soft tear burst
From a mothers Eye
 
On a certain stage
A feeling begins to grow
Oh right! ! It's teenage
When love begins to show
 
Love is attraction
With emotions combined
It develops satisfaction
Yes! ! Love is blind
 
Love is Compassion
Love is care
True love is Passion
It's a simple flair! !
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Luck
 
We can amend the things we have done
We can change what has already begun
We can push ourselves if we are stuck
Cause we are the owners of our own luck
 
We can stand each time we fall
We can learn from faults recall
Are we willing to clear the muck
Cause we are the owners of our own luck
 
We can be a living Inspiration
We can be example of motivation
We have it within if we construct
Cause we are the owners of our own luck
 
We can stay focused; If we learn to be calm
We can achieve more; If we open our Arms
Nothing can hold us; Nothing can obstruct
Cause we are the owners of our own Luck
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Me
 
I may write a Quote
Or Verse a Rhyme
But That Doesn't Mean
I have a lot of time
 
I may sit quiet
Without saying a word
Cause that's my choice
I have preferred
 
I may not be perfect
I can sometimes fall
But I can learn from it
And keep moving that's all
 
I may be different for some
Than I used to be
But the fact is same
I am just Being Me
                                            -
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New Born Baby
 
Forty weeks in the womb
Gently resting there
A new life comes out of its room
And breaths its first air
 
The tiny hands & little feet
Now welcomed in this world
The first cry that sounds so sweet
With Love & Care unfurled
 
Infant eyes yet to see
And the soundless yawn
A wonderful moment could ever be
When the baby was born
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Nothing
 
Nothing Can Replace
A Mothers Love
She is the One
To Believe in You
 
Nothing Can Stop
You achieving your dream
If you believe in yourself
It will come true
 
Nothing Can Crash
Your Mighty Faith
If you're Spiritual Conviction
It's Timely Renewed
 
Nothing can deprive
You to Explore your Potential
If you choose to be
The Real You! ! !
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Ocean
 
The Ocean has its Mysterious Peace
You never know what's there
The waves above with gentle wind
& Below with Anonymous care
 
The ocean has a wonderful bliss
Underneath the dark blue waves
The glimpse you can't simply miss
For it has its concealed caves
 
The Ocean is an awesome creation
A journey that never ends
Revealing its mysterious Peace
Joyful Memories it Sends! ! !
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Office Re-Location (Worli To Vikhroli)
 
Last Day at Siemens Worli
Our Hearts feels so sad
The office we worked together
And always felt so glad
 
The memories we built here
It's hard to Re-define
With a campus of our own
We probably could say it's mine
 
As we stepped out of this gate
And said a final Good Bye
Unexpressed Emotions gathers
Leaving dampness in our eye
 
The Journey of this Worli office
Now finally comes to an end
From now it will be Vikhroli
For the memories to Extend
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Opportunity
 
If we seek; we will find
If we stop; we're left behind
It's our Focus that we bind
Opportunity is controlled in our mind
 
We think of Pleasures
We'll Find Gains
We think of Difficulties
We'll Experience Pains
 
Opportunity is a choice
It's the way we look
It's an important recipe
We decide to cook
 
It's a ladder; we can climb
With motivation; we can aline
Opportunity can be multiple
But the attempt is Just one time.
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Our Mission
 
We all have a Mission
We all have a goal
We all have a destiny
Unrevealed & untold
 
We all have to achieve
Some little things somewhere
And when it's accomplished
We have something more in spare
 
These are all material needs
We run after in this world
Our real mission is to spread good deeds
And get our souls unfurled
 
So whatever we choose
Our mission to be
We answer to almighty
Above all of thee…..
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Patience
 
The Art of being Patient
Such a wonderful gift
If we practice it regular
Our life it will lift
 
Patience is not; an act to wait
It's About Situations; we react & Correlate
For patience control's our emotions
Calming our temper; preventing Erosions
 
Patience is about; how we express
It Protects Our Actions; avoiding stress
It Improves our lifestyle; In the Process
 
It justifies our decisions
With no regrets
Develops our Vision
Yes! ! ! Patience is the Key to every Success...
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Peace
 
Peace is giving
It's worth living
Peace is the light
Colour of peace is white
 
Peace is calm
It's a lucky charm
It helps you think
And saves you from sink
 
Peace is in your mind
When happiness you find
It makes you serve kind.
With open eyes never blind
 
God gave you peace
And you lost it all
With busy work daily;
when you crawl
 
Money made you happy
But took away your peace
These lines are bitter
But truth for ease.
 
If you need peace
Stay calm my friend
With meditation all worries will end
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Poison
 
From Mind to Heart
There are many things that flows
Its all life's control & art
Preventing the poison to expose
 
Dealing with situations
Not mustering it inside
To maintain relations
Let the poison Subside
 
It Develops an Emotion
Of revenge & Hate
By the time we get to senses
Its already too late
 
So pick your poison
But Let it be sweet
Before it Conquers your heart
Crush it below your feet
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Positive In Negative
 
When morning bell rings aloud
We have to just arise
A little sleep in our eyes
But for sure we are alive
 
Then ready to move to work
And say it's a hectic day
Forgetting that we are employed
And blessed with a handsome pay
 
For schools & Colleges is fun to be
But Exams are a pain
Because of exams we read and write
Thus developing our brain
 
With family we have ups and downs
We sometimes prove them wrong
But they are the ones Always around
Keeping us bonded and Strong
 
We blame others for our failures
But this isn't just right
Cause failures has a lot to teach
Success is never earned overnight
 
Be grateful to the negative things
That crops up in your life
It makes us strong & motivates us
Teaching us ways to survive
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Power Your Life
 
The Power of life
Is within a beat
That doesn't stop
In Cold or Heat
 
The Power of life
Is in every breath
That energizes us
With Good Health
 
The Power of life
Is a Healthy Heart
A vital Organ
Beating from the Start
 
The Power of life
Is in our control
Living a Healthy Life
Should be our Prime Goal
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Praise The Lord
 
Praise the Lord;
When you achieve
Praise the lord
Because you believe
 
Praise the lord;
For you can smile
Praise the lord
Keep praising him all the while
 
Praise the Lord
For all things Good
Praise the Lord
For your daily food
 
Praise the lord;
Every season
Praise the Lord;
Without a Reason......
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Reality
 
The world is of Plastic
We feel it's fantastic
There are less of Trees
We think we're Stress free
But this is reality
 
Many are searching for job
Some are ready to rob
People have lost their hope
The refuse for an improvement Scope
Do you really agree?
But this is reality
 
Take things the way they come
Be strong; don't get Numb
Nothing is as cool as doing it your way
That's the way you can stay
Use your Vision to See…..
Cause this is reality
 
One Person can change the world
But everyone say's why ME! !
Can we make a change by saying TRY ME! !
I believe it will work in reality
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Reason
 
We all are born for a Reason.
Reason may be unknown
The fruit that we achieve
Comes from the deeds we have sown
 
A Reason for Joy
Feels so pleasant to be
Even though the hard times
Can't stop us to believe in thee
 
A Reason Unrevealed
Untill we are aware
Awareness can be mastered
If we learn to Share
 
A Reason of our emotions
It's because we have a heart
Even the toughest person
Would be a lover in an art
 
Identify the reason.
Let it not be unknown
Cause you need to fulfill your motive
And sow the deeds unsown
                                                                 -
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Relationship
 
It's a state of being connected
A bond that's protected
Views of each other respected
It's a gift; Never Neglected
 
Just like the stars in the sky
The power of relation keeps us high
There are no reasons for faults
True relations has no assaults
 
Is relationship love or Is it care
Is it when we serve or when we share
For me it's a blessing that we wear
Relationship is a simple prayer
 
Relationship is not fascination
Nor it's to compare
I think it's a configuration
That needs no repair
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Save Water
 
Our days begin with a Splash of water
For the earth we are her sons and daughters
Our Mother will dry; without a drop
To Feed Ourselves there'll be no Crop
 
So give it a thought before you waste
Sooner than later; Water will be misplaced
Let's take a vow on this day
That we'll save water Everyday
 
We all are smart
We all are wise
All we need to reflect and sensitize
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Shadow
 
Everyone has a shadow
Every being or thing
A dark replicating sketch
That always tends to cling
 
It has its super powers
To shrink short & grow tall
And sometimes it would vanish
To no shadows at all
 
I sometimes tend to wonder
Is a shadow really Shy
In light it hides behind us
Now I know the reason why
 
This Shadow is a prankster
To little children; when they see
It entertains and sometimes scares
But it's fun for guarantee
 
A shadow is always silent
In happy times & Pain
It sets in its own notion
With not a single complain
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Sky
 
The Place you see when you are alone
The Questions asked in a silent tone
No answers received besides your own.
Yes it's the SKY that never leaves you alone.
 
The shelter for the poor both in day and night.
Always protecting with its glory light.
Even if we cant reach due to the height
It's the Sky that keeps our hope alive
 
Since birth we learned about the Sky
We asked silly questions and don't know why
But now we realize the relevance each minute
We move ahead and believe Sky is the limit
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Smile
 
Smile when your happy,
Smile when your sad,
Smile when your hurt,
Smile when you feel bad
Smile when your in love
Smile at the dove
Smile when you have a crush
Before you smile make sure you Brush! !
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Song For My Sweetheart (You Call Me Baby)
 
You call me baby
Cause I am your man
You know me so well
That you understand
 
You are my sweetheart
My perfect woman
When you stepped in my life
My journey began
 
You know I love
And you love me too
Together with each other
Let's discover New
 
I see your smile
When you look in my eyes
The glow that reveals
The Love to rely
 
I'll grow old with you
And our love will be stronger
Any obstacles
Together! Together! We'll conquer...
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Soulmate
 
One look in the eyes
And we realize
A Feeling so Divine & Pure
That's what soul-mates are for Sure
 
They give us support
They are inclined with our heart
The one's we can't afford
To ever stay Apart
 
A bond so Precious
We never will find
A feeling so gracious
Always in our mind
 
They are the ones; we find our peace
With the love & care; makes us ease
Words unspoken yet conveyed
That's the uniqueness of a Soul-mate
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Spot & Thank
 
Spot your Blessings
And list them down
Read the list
That you have found
 
Say a prayer
And thank the Lord
For all the blessing
You were bestowed
 
Spot your failures
And list them down
Read the list
That you have found
 
Say a prayer
And thank the lord
For all your failures
Have made you strong
 
Spot all times
And list them down
Read what's unique
That you have found
 
Say a prayer
And thank the lord
Cause that's your talent
Which deserves an Applaud
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Stop! ! !  ?? Think! !
 
When life's just Moving
In a Speedy wave
And you have No Time
To Blink! !
 
Just make a stop
And take a break
Just sit a while
And Think! !
 
For Every Step
And Every Move
When Time just tends to shrink
 
Just reflect on it
To make it glow
Just Stop a while
And Think! !
 
And when it's fixed
You will know it was
A simple Missing Link
 
It's all because
You spent some time
To take a STOP & THINK
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Stress - &quot;Let It Be Your Best Friend&quot;
 
When we are in stress
We want to step away
We believe it's harmful
And feels hard to stay
 
But Stress is your friend
It does no wrong
It makes you find ways
To become more strong
 
You're pounding physical heart
Is working so hard; don't let that to vein
Breathing faster in stress
Provides more oxygen to the brain
 
Body in stress
Helps you to raise above
Stress is beautiful
Yes! ! As beautiful as love
 
How you think & act
It's all that counts
Your belief will react
To situations in large amounts
 
Stress gives access to our heart
Refreshing our strength & energy to restart
Trust yourself! ! You are never alone
It's Only the Belief about stress you've grown
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Tech-Fever
 
Technology is Amazing
It's advancing the world
But is it ruling over us
And cause our lives to swirled
 
A smartphone can guide you
With information & more
But in hard times it's a friend
That will give you a shoulder for sure
 
The Technology will advance
And gadgets will change
But it's yours friends and family
That always remains
 
We are drowned in our gadgets
And lost all within
The Real world is the people around
Not the Gadgets therein
 
It's an addiction today
Of this tech receiver
In simple its termed
As Technology Fever
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Thank You! !
 
Thanks to my family
They help me grow with values
Thanks to my friends
They Support my decisions
Thanks to my teachers
They developed a discipline in me
Thanks to my bosses
They make me realize 'I am capable of more'
Thanks to my Colleagues
I owe them respect
Thanks to those who hate me
They increase my Value
Thanks to mass media
They provide me information
Thanks to the rising sun
It makes me realize I am alive
Thanks to the passing breeze
It makes me comfortable
Thanks for Reading
I'll write more for you
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Time
 
Time to remember
Time to Forget
If it wasn't for time
We would never have met
 
Time Of a magical hour
That we never have dreamed
In beautiful times we smiled
Horrible times we screamed
 
Time since we were born
Wonderful hours revealed
In this journey of time
Many hearts we steeled
 
Time will continue
It will never end
Every Seconds of time is valuable to spend
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Tribute To The Orphan
 
You may have lost a mothers essence 
And may be missing a fathers presence
But you are not alone
Although you live your own
 
You are blessed with hope
And Blessed with Faith
A blessing from above
That No one can take
 
You are Sheltered with the Sky
And Warmed by the Moon
You may have hard times
Like a butterfly in a cocoon
 
But Soon days will change
And you know your way best
Cause the day God created you
He had his greatest Rest
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Truth
 
Truth Is a Child
It's sometimes wild
It could put you in trouble
It could even make it double
 
It can make things flow easy
It could make life cheesy
It can build you
It can break you
 
Truth can lead you to pain
But  Truth is always a Gain
Truth strengthens our mind
It makes us more Kind
 
You should know how to present it
&quot;Feel the Power of Truth&quot;
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Unknown Emotion
 
It's raining outside
But my eyes are damp
For a person I love
My heart just cramps
 
I am Alone again
But still I am strong
Because my love is true
And to me it belongs
 
But sometimes a fear
Just beats from within
And takes my breath
Out of my skin
 
My belief is firm
That things will change
Even though life as surrounded me
In a situation so Strange. 
 
So when my Smile
Will Conquer my Tear
The reason for that glow
Will be my Perfect dear
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Upside&lt;-&gt;Down
 
When I lay to bed
My head's spinning round
I don't know if I am sinking
I don't Know if I am drown
 
But when I sit a while
The spinningness is gone
I feel life is normal
And my day moves on
 
When I rest again
The same way I feel
I realize I am a human
Not a man of steel
 
I visited the Doctor
He said it will be fine
I trust & say thank you
For the cure and being kind
 
God's there to hold me
Whenever it spins again
I surrender unto him
And never ever will complain
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Verve
 
Walking by a silent Street
Was a little girl with verve
What amazed me most of all
Was her smiling curve
 
She had a sparkle in her eye
Oh yes!  I did observe
And when she whispered with ecstasy
The happiness she served
 
The energy she had; was never to conserve
This Memorable moment is what.. I always preserve! !
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Waiting
 
Days turned to night
& the calendar changed
Waiting for the right thing
When time looked strange.
 
Students wait for holidays
So they can have fun
Officers wait for promotion
Hoping the day will soon come.
 
Farmers wait for harvest
So they can feed
For your lunch and dinner
They are the ones to bleed
 
Waiting is not just hope
Its patience, faith and devote.
It's a belief you know will come true
Your wait; will bring a minute to you
 
Whatever you wait
You will find
Cause it's written in your destiny
And it's underlined.
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Walk Of Life
 
Along the trials we travel each day
We don't even know what situation is on our way.
We think that God's doing with us some Wrong
He is Actually Making us Strong..
 
As we continue in the trials of Trouble.
Our pains may be more; Gift's will be Double
Cause when our faith is put to the test
God our redeemer will give us true rest.
Never give up; never lose hope
.
Every way to success always has a slope
Some are steep; some are straight
Whatever works out will be god's ways..
 
Why should we complain.
Why should We Cry.
Can we not be in Prayers.
Can we not try.
 
If We Stand Firm & be ready to Fight.
God almighty will Shower this Glory light.
Cause He is our care taker
He is our guide..
He is the one to care Day & Night.
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What Can I Do?
 
What Can I Do To Make You smile
What Can I Do I Think For A While
What can I Say To Make You Laugh
That will Double Your Happiness
And Cut Worries to Half
I Have No Answer..
Cause No Question's on My Way
Facing Everything that's is How you Stay! !
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Wings To Fly
 
Birds have wings; so they can fly
They achieve the heights; Up in the sky
Human have arms; so they can serve
Helping the ones; who really deserves
 
If Human had wings
What wonders it brings
And Birds with Arms
Would hardly charm
 
We have those wings; Yes! ! We can fly.
With mind so clean; Heart purify
Heights can be achieved; Towards Success
By serving one another; we will be blessed
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Words
 
A stab of a Knife
One can survive
But hurtful words
Could take one's life
 
Words have powers
To build & break
In difficult hours
Joy it can awake
 
Words to be spoken
Is in our control
The power of words
Can touch one's soul
 
Be Polite; Spread the love
Cause…. for all your words; you answer Above! !
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Work
 
Working on Blind
Working with Your Mind
Working is all about
The Knowledge we bind
 
It's A matter of a minute
And Flip Of Time
With hard work Each day
Success We Find
 
Building up days
And days that are Broken
Together When Joined
Its An Achievement Token
 
To end this note
I  give it  thought
Start working from now
Cause its time all u GOT
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